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ABSTRACT
The space weather phenomenon involves the Sun, interplanetary space and the Earth.
Different space weather conditions have diverse effects on the various layers of the
Earth’s atmosphere Technological advancements have created a situation in which human
civilization is not only dependent on resources from deep inside the Earth, but also on the
upper atmosphere and outer space region. Therefore, it is essential to improve the
understanding of the impacts of space weather conditions on the ionosphere. This
research focuses on the variation of total electron content (TEC) and the electron density
within the E-region of the ionosphere, which extends from 80-150 km above the surface
of the Earth, using radio occultation measurements obtained by COSMIC satellites and
using Ionospheric Data Assimilation Four-Dimensional algorithm (IDA4D) which is used
to mitigate the effects of F-region in the E-region estimation (Bust, Garner, & Gaussiran,
2004). E-region TEC and the electron density estimation for geomagnetic latitude range
of 45o-80o, geomagnetic longitude range of -180o-180o and 1800-0600 MLT (magnetic
local time) are presented for two active and two quiet days during winter solstice 2007.
Active and quiet days are identified based on the Kp index values. Some of the important
findings are (1) E-region electron peak density is higher during active days than during
quiet days, and (2) during both types of days, higher density values were found at the
magnetic latitude of >60o early morning MLT. Prominent E-region features (TEC and
electron density) were observed during most active days over the magnetic latitude range
of 60o-70o at ~02:00 MLT.
xii

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

With enormous advancements in technology, human civilization is not only able
to utilize resources from deep inside the Earth, but from the upper atmosphere and outer
space. Space weather- a term used by the science community for the last 50 years (Kane,
2006) is a field of research that investigates the interaction between solar activities and
the Earth’s upper atmosphere. This research focuses on the influence of the Sun on
Earth’s upper atmosphere, especially the ionosphere, as well as its influence on spacebased and ground-based systems (Kane, 2006; Lastovicka, 2002).
The ionosphere, which extends from approximately 80-600 km above the surface
of the Earth, is a greatly ionized part of the atmosphere and is categorized into different
layers based on the electron density; the D-layer extends from 50-80 km from the surface
of Earth, the E-layer extends from 80-150 km, and the F-layer extends from 150-400 km.
The region above 400 km (from surface of Earth) is known as the upper ionosphere
which gradually transforms into outer space (Kelley, 2009; Moldwin, 2008). The amount
of ionization primarily depends on solar ultra-violet (UV) and X-ray radiation, and the
amount of this radiation varies with respect to solar activity (Schunk & Nagy, 2000).
Geomagnetic storm conditions occur when the sun is very active and emits higher energy
particles. These particles enter through the Earth’s upper atmosphere and interact with
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ionospheric layers. Each layer’s response to geomagnetic storms differs with respect to
latitude, longitude, time period, and altitude.
It is essential to improve our understanding of ionosphere response and processes
during geomagnetic storms as these storms negatively impact our space-based and
ground-based systems. Severe geomagnetic storms inject a large amount of high energy
solar particles into the Earth’s upper atmosphere, disturbing the electron density in the
ionospheric layers. Communication and navigation systems, power transmission lines, oil
and gas transmission pipelines, spacecraft surface charging, spacecraft atmospheric drag,
and radiation impact on astronauts are some of the areas that are highly affected by
disturbed ionospheric electron density. This varied electron density also produces
ionospheric currents, which cause different anomalies within the ionosphere-such as
polar cap absorption, Sporadic E region, and auroral and equatorial electro jets. The
details of how the ionosphere and its linkage with geomagnetic storms affect the above
mentioned areas and produce various anomalies are covered in the Literature Review.
As human dependency on technology increases, there is an increased need to
mitigate adverse space weather effects. This mitigation requires an ionosphere
forecasting model and an in-depth understanding of different ionospheric parameters and
their variations. Several important parameters-such as total electron content (number of
electrons/m2), electron density (number of electrons/m3), conductance, neutral density,
and electric field have to be understood and interlinked in order to develop an accurate
forecasting model. Many scholars and scientists have been working in this field for a
number of years to understand different ionospheric phenomena. A number of
instruments and methods (such as scatter radar, low Earth orbit satellites, mathematical
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approaches, and data assimilation techniques) have been developed to measure and
calculate these parameters as accurately as possible.
This research focuses on the E-region of the northern hemisphere during the time
around the winter solstice of 2007, relying principally on the analysis of the Total
Electron Content (TEC) and the electron density profile determined through radio
occultation measurements. A primary reason for choosing the winter solstice for the
study is that this time of the year is when higher latitudes experience decreased sunlight
due to shorter days and longer nights, which helps in understanding the auroral activities
and their contribution in enhancing E-region electron density.
At higher latitudes, geomagnetic storms produce an extraordinary light display in
the sky known as the aurora. The main cause of this display is the enhanced collision
between different ions and atoms due to injection of solar high energy electrons and
protons into the upper atmosphere. From late evening to early morning, electron density
at higher latitudes during the winter solstice is primarily produced by severe solar
activities with minimal interference from direct sunlight. This study used radio
occultation profile data obtained by the Constellation Observing System for Meteorology,
Ionosphere, and Climate (COSMIC) constellation of satellites together with a data
assimilation algorithm (Ionospheric Data Assimilation Four-Dimensional, or IDA4D)
developed by Dr. G. Bust and other scientists (Bust et al., 2004; Bust, & Datta-Barua,
2013). Radio occultation is a remote sensing technique used to measure different
parameters like temperature, pressure, and moisture content for the lower atmosphere and
total electron content and the electron density for the upper atmosphere using low Earth
orbit satellite systems.
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Justification of Study
This study is significant because it seeks to understand the variation of E-region
TEC and electron density profiles with respect to latitude, time, and altitude using radio
occultation measurements and a data assimilation algorithm. Since TEC is considered to
be a fundamental variable for any ionospheric research, it is vital to understand TEC’s
variation during diverse geomagnetic conditions to establish a correlation between
various ionospheric parameters. The knowledge derived from this study can be utilized in
advanced high latitude ionospheric research and for improving ionosphere forecast
modeling. This study centers on data obtained using the COSMIC constellation for the
two most active and the most quiet days during the winter solstice 2007 to improve an
understanding of E-region variation when there is the least interference of sunlight.
Active and quiet days were determined based on the Kp index, which indicates the global
geomagnetic field disturbances. The comparison between data obtained for active and
quiet days also highlights a significance of the study of the E-region in terms of the
variation of the geomagnetic active and quiet periods. In sum, this study gives an
overview of the variation of E-region TEC and electron density using COSMIC data
along with the IDA4D algorithm for two most active and most quiet days during the
winter solstice 2007 and can be considered a step forward towards application of the
IDA4D data assimilation algorithm to high latitude ionosphere research.
Goal of Study
This study will provide an understanding of E-region TEC and electron density
variation with respect to magnetic latitude and MLT for most active and most quiet days
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during the winter solstice 2007 using radio occultation measurements with the help of the
following objectives:
1. To determine the E-region TEC and electron density variation with respect to
magnetic latitude and Magnetic Local Time (MLT).
2. To compare the E-region TEC profiles for active days and quiet days obtained
using IDA4D algorithm.
3. To compare the E-region electron density profiles for active days and quiet days.
Assumptions
The following assumptions were considered in this study:
1. The radio occultation process and the Abel inversion method include an
assumption that Earth’s atmosphere is spherically symmetric.
2. Interactive Data Language (IDL) programs were able to obtain all the available
COSMIC data files satisfying the latitude range (45o-80o), the altitude range (80400 km) and the18:00-06:00 MLT.
3. For both active days, there was not a major variation in solar flux and
geomagnetic index during the18:00-06:00 MLT.
4. For both quiet days, there was not a major variation in solar flux and geomagnetic
index during the18:00-06:00 MLT.
Limitations
Due to the time limitation, this study was limited to a small set of data, the two
most active and the two most quiet days for 18:00-06:00 MLT during the winter solstice
2007. Hence, to generalize the findings and conclusion, COSMIC data for more days is
5

required to be processed and analyzed. Due to the combined effect of the inclination
angles of COSMIC LEO satellites (72 o) and GPS satellites (55o), COSMIC provided
more occultation profiles for a lower latitude (~45o) than for a higher latitude (80o) (Fong
et al., 2009).
Benefits of Research
This study provides an improved understanding of space time variation of the Eregion TEC and electron density profile during the winter solstice 2007. With an
increased dependency on space-based systems, satellite communication, navigation and
ground-based systems, power transmission, and oil and gas pipelines, it is important to
understand the factors that might affect these systems and to prepare a mitigation plan
with an improved forecasting system. The understanding of the ionosphere and its
response to different space weather conditions is the key for developing such a
forecasting model. Since the nature of the ionosphere is dynamic, it is difficult to
accurately define different ionospheric processes and their relationship with solar
activities. Each ionospheric layer responds differently to geomagnetic storms, and its
response varies with respect to latitude, longitude and time frame. This study is a
fundamental building block and plays an important role in implementing the IDA4D
algorithm using COSMIC measurements for higher latitudes and in understanding the
basic ionosphere parameters of TEC and electron density. An extension of this study
would definitely help provide a framework for IDA4D applications and its advancement.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Space Weather and Ionosphere
The effects of solar activities on our space environment have been studied by
researchers for over 50 years (Rodger & Jarvis, 2000). Space weather is an environmental
state or environmental condition in space that includes Earth’s outer magnetic field
region (magnetosphere), Earth’s ionized atmosphere known as the ionosphere due to Sun,
solar wind, and other different solar phenomena (“About space weather”, n.d.; “What is
space weather?”, 2008). According to Kane (2006), the term “Space Weather” was first
introduced by Thomas Gold of Harvard College Observatory in the 1959 Journal of
Geophysical Research. Aurora, the upper atmosphere phenomena, seems to be human’s
earliest exposure to space weather because records from the time of the Stone Ages show
the presence of aurora (Kivelson & Russell, 1995; Schunk & Nagy, 2000). Space weather
was first directly measured in 1958 when the Explorer-1 satellite was passing through the
radiation belt around the Earth and registered measurements for energetic electrons and
protons, which proved that Earth’s space is not an empty place (Bone, 2007).
Since the modern world is highly dependent on space-based systems, space
weather study has become an important research area. Severe space weather conditions
are capable of disturbing our navigation and power transmission services, high-frequency
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communication, and other industrial processes. The ionosphere is an important indicator
of space weather due to its dynamic behavior as a response to different solar activities.
This response is one of the main reasons that ionospheric plasma structure has been
studied for several years; such study points out the important link between solar activities
and their related physical processes and our space environment.
A radio probing experiment proved the existence of the ionosphere in 1901
(Schunk & Nagy, 2000). This experiment, conducted by G. Marconi, showed that radio
waves are more deflected around the surface of Earth than they should be due to
refraction. To provide a better understanding of this radio probing experiment, two other
researchers, A. E. Kennelly and O. Heaviside, suggested, in 1902, the possibility of free
electron charges in the upper atmosphere as a cause of more deflection. Several
researchers from all over the world were working hard to understand this upper
atmosphere property and its relationship to other parameters.
The year 1924 was a significant period for the ionosphere research community
(Kivelson & Russell, 1995) because two different groups of researchers- E. V. Appleton
and M. A. F. Barnett from the United Kingdom and G. Breit and M. A. Tuve from
United States established the existence and altitude of the ionosphere using two different
experiments (Schunk & Nagy, 2000). The group from the United Kingdom used a
frequency change technique that was based on the wave interference method. With this
technique, a radio receiver was placed at a distance from the transmitter. This receiver
received two signals, a direct signal coming directly along the ground and a sky signal
coming after reflection or refraction from the upper atmosphere. This group observed the
difference in the interference of the two signals at the receiver while varying the
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frequency of the transmitter. The estimation of the interference in terms of the maxima
and minima signals provided the measurements of the path differences between the two
signals and the height of the reflecting layer (Davies, 1969; Roche, 1990). The group
from United States used a pulse sounding technique, the most popular traditional method
that is still in use today. With this technique, a pulse was transmitted into the sky,
reflected or refracted from the upper atmosphere, and recevied at the receiver placed
several miles from the transmitter. Amplitude and time delay of the received signal
provided the measurements of the height of the reflection layer (Anduaga, 2009; Davies,
1969). Appleton named three regions of the ionosphere as D, E and F regions. According
to Schunk and Nagy (2000), Appleton first named the region as the E-region. Later, he
found an ionized region at higher altitude and named it the F-region and the ionized
region at lower altitude the D-region (Kivelson & Russell, 1995; Rodger & Jarvis, 2000;
Schunk & Nagy, 2000). The F-region was divided into two regions, F1 and F2, based on
the varied nature of molecular ions (Kelley, 2009).
Structure and Composition of Ionosphere
The ionosphere considered the Earth’s upper atmosphere, ranges from 80 km
(approximately) to 600 km (approximately) above the surface of Earth and is ionized due
to solar radiation. There are several processes responsible for the ionization of this layer.
The main process responsible for the ion production is called photoionization which is
due to solar extreme ultra violet and X-ray radiation. In this process, when an atom or ion
absorbs an energetic photon, it ejects one or more electrons and produces ions. Ejected
electrons are called photoelectrons. Since solar radiation is the main source of radiation,
photoionization is a dominant ion producing process during daytime in the ionosphere.
9

Ejected photoelectrons continue the secondary ion production process which is known as
impact ionization by charged particles and produces ionized particles due to collision and
recombination. Conventionally, recombination processes can be divided into three
categories (Kivelson, & Russell, 1995).
1.

Radiative recombination, when a positive ion is hit by an electron and positive
ion becomes neutral and emits photon.

2.

Dissociative recombination, when a molecular ion is hit by an electron and
molecular ion produces two or more neutral atoms.

3. Attachment recombination, when a neutral atom is attached to an electron and
becomes an ion.
Neutral atmosphere density increases with the decreasing altitude, so solar beam
intensity also decreases as it penetrates through the atmosphere. This intensity loss occurs
because some of the photons are used in the photoionization process. There are other
processes that reduce solar beam intensity at lower altitudes-such as scattering due to
aerosols and water vapor particles, reflection due to cloud cover, etc.- but these factors
are dominant in the atmosphere below the ionosphere. Ionization and recombination
processes produce varied electron density at different atmospheric layers due to diverse
molecules and atoms distributed within these layers. Figure 1 illustrates the ionospheric
layers and their ion population. It is shown that there are two peak electron densities in
the ionosphere, one in the E-region and one is in F2-region. The density value of the F2region is higher than the E-region peak density value. The figure also shows that O2+ and
NO+ ions are mostly found in the E-region but O+ ions are dominant in the F-region
(Anderson, & Rowell, 1999). Figure 2 illustrates the relative electron density of various
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ion species with respect to ionospheric altitude (E- and F-regions and above). This
atmospheric ion distribution directly affects the rate of ionization and recombination
processes as described in the following sections.

Figure 1. Ionospheric layers and their ion population with respect to altitude (Anderson, & Rowell, 1999).

Figure 2. Atmospheric ion distribution with respect to altitude (Kelley, 2009).
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D-Layer
The D-layer is the lowest ionospheric layer, extending from approximately 50-80
km (Blaunstein & Christodoulou, 2007). Solar UV photons (λ <102.5 nm and 102.8< λ
<111.8nm) and hard X-rays (λ < 1 nm) cause the main ionization by ionizing Nitric
Oxide (NO) molecules at this layer (Pulinets, & Boyarchuk, 2004). λ represents the
wavelength of the radiation. Molecular nitrogen (N2) and oxygen (O2) are the more
dominant neutral molecules, and NO+ and O2+ are the dominant ions in this region of the
atmosphere (Moldwin, 2008). The D-layer is usually very active during the daytime, but
galactic cosmic rays produce ions in this region during the nighttime as well. Since Dlayer’s neutral density is higher than other ionospheric layers, and also this region is
dominated by molecular ions, the recombination rate is greater than in other layers
(Kelley, 2009; Moldwin, 2008). Because of this high recombination rate, the D-layer is
generally active during the daytime, with the peak values around noon (Kelley, 2009;
Anderson, & Rowell, 1999).
E-Layer
The E-layer is also called as Kennelly–Heaviside or the Heaviside layer, and it
extends from approximately 80-150 km (Moldwin, 2008). This layer is made of ionized
molecular oxygen, which is produced by solar soft X-rays (1< λ <10 nm) and solar UV
rays (80< λ <102.8 nm) (Pulinets, & Boyarchuk, 2004). At this altitude, the
recombination rate is lower than in the D-layer; therefore the E-layer peak density is
roughly 100 times higher than the D-layer peak density (Moldwin, 2008). Within the Eregion, at around the 100 km altitude, atomic oxygen (O2+) and molecular oxygen (O2)
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amounts are almost same (Kelley, 2009). Two main ions in this region are NO+ and O2+.
E-region densities peaks at noon and starts decreasing by the end of the day. One of the
reasons for decreasing electron density of the D and E-regions by the end of the day is
that the D-layer and most of the E-layer is dominated by molecular ions. Molecular ions
show a higher recombination rate with electrons as compared to atomic ions. Particle
precipitation is another factor that affects E-layer ion density at higher latitudes. Particle
precipitation is also called impact ionization and during this process, when photoelectrons
are produced by the photoionization process; these photoelectrons have sufficient energy
to ionize neutral atoms and molecules. Another source responsible for producing ions in
this region is energy production from meteors burning processes (Kelley, 2009;
Thompson, n.d.).
F-Layer
The F-layer is a highly dense region extending from approximately 150 km to 600
km (Moldwin, 2008). The region above 600 km is called the upper ionosphere, and at
around 1000 km, the upper ionosphere blends into the plasmasphere. This transition can
be simply noticed by the presence of different dominant ions in both regions-oxygen ions
for the ionosphere and hydrogen ions for the plasmasphere. Extreme UV radiation (10<
λ <90 nm) is the main source of ionization of this layer, and this layer shows lower
recombination rate than the D-layer and E-layers show (Pulinets, & Boyarchuk, 2004).
The D- and E-layers primarily consist of molecular ions, unlike the F- layer, which
primarily consists of atomic ions. The F-layer is divided into two layers, F1 and F2 with
the F2-layer starting around at 200 km. The F1- and F2-layers are mainly composed of
O+, but the F2 peak is always higher than the F1 peak is (Lastovicka, 2002; Moldwin,
13

2008). During the nighttime, the F1-layer usually merges with the F2-layer. At the
equator, the height of the F2 peak electron density falls at dawn and rises during the
evening. The main cause of this uplift is the upward electromagnetic drift that is caused
by a west to east electric field generated by the E-region. This phenomenon is also called
the fountain effect (Davis, 1989). Below the 200 km altitude in the F-region, two main
ions are NO+ and O2+. Around 250 km atomic oxygen density exceeds the density of
molecular nitrogen because of the photodissociation of molecular oxygen by solar
radiations. This region remains active during the nighttime also because of its higher
atomic ion density and an O+ ion has the capability to remain in the same stage without
any recombination throughout the night (Kelley, 2009; Anderson & Rowell, 1999).
The ionosphere is a highly active region of the atmosphere because its behavior
changes with respect to the intensity and type of solar radiations, the solar minimum or
maximum conditions, the solar zenith angle, the season, the neutral density and ionized
particles impact on them. Ionospheric layers respond differently to severe space weather
activities. These severe space weather conditions occur due to geomagnetic storms that
have three phases: initial phase- when high energy solar particles generated because of a
solar outburst arrive at the magnetosphere and interact with it; main phase- when energy
input in the upper atmosphere is maximum; and recovery phase- when energy input and
geomagnetic storm activity decrease. Geomagnetic storms can change the electron
density, composition, and current pattern at higher altitudes significantly (Mendillo,
2006). Usually a storm is called a positive ionospheric storm if it causes increased
electron density and a negative ionospheric storm if it causes decreased electron density
(Mendillo, 2006; Schunk & Nagy, 2000). During the main phase, a large amount of
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energy enters at the high latitude ionosphere because of the open geomagnetic field lines
which produces enhanced auroral E-region densities. This storm can also affect the
neutral composition and ionospheric wind speed, which can cause an equatorial anomaly
at the equator, resulting in decreased the F-region electron density and decreased neutral
density in that area (Schunk & Nagy, 2000). It is also difficult to define a generic pattern
of diurnal, seasonal, latitudinal, and longitudinal variation of electron density for different
layers due to different anomalies. Thus, the behavior of any ionospheric layers and
electron density variations depend on numerous factors. The following section will
highlight some of the important ionospheric phenomena and anomalies that should be
considered while explaining the electron density variation within ionospheric regions.
Echer, Gonzalez, Guarnieri, Lago, and Vieira (2005) mentioned two important
ionospheric disturbances: Sudden Ionospheric Disturbances (SIDs) and Polar Cap
Absorption (PCA). During severe space weather conditions, X-rays enter the ionosphere
and cause an increased number of electrons in the lower ionosphere region (D-region and
lower E-region). This enhanced electron density absorbs high frequency radio signals and
introduces disruption in communication, a condition called radio black-out and
ionosphere disturbance called SIDs. When a similar situation occurs at higher latitudes, it
called PCA, where communication is disturbed or blacked out by enhanced ionosphere
electron density in the lower ionosphere. Lower F1-region and E-region electron density
is enhanced by particle precipitation induced by the ionization processes.
In the ionospheric region that involves the E-region and lower F1-regions, two
different types of disturbances are defined: Sporadic E region and equatorial electro jet.
Sporadic E is a highly dense ionized cloud within the E-region of around a horizontal size
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of 2-100 km, and it also changes electron density rapidly. According to Prasad et al.
(2012), sporadic E occurs due to the combined effect of neutral wind tides, gravity waves
of the upper atmosphere, collision between ion and neutral particles, and the geomagnetic
field. This phenomenon makes longer distance transmission possible by reflecting very
high frequency signals, those that usually penetrate the ionosphere during normal weather
conditions. At higher latitudes, aurora plays an important role in the generation of
sporadic E (Anderson & Rowell, 1999).
On the other hand, the equatorial electro-jet is an intense current that flows
eastward during the daytime above the magnetic dip equator at around 100 km from the
surface of Earth. Magnetic dip equator is the point where the inclination angle of the
geomagnetic field is zero (Onwumechili, 1997). The main cause of equatorial electro-jet
is an electric field, which is generated by neutral winds at the magnetic dip equator. Due
to presence of this electric field, electrons within the E-region drift in a manner that
creates a negative charged region at the top and a positive charged region at the bottom of
E-layer, which promotes the westward motion of the electrons and results in an eastward
electric current (Maus & Alken, n.d.). This phenomenon generates a high conductive
region at around the 100 km altitude. At higher latitude, the electro-jet is called the
auroral electro-jet, where horizontal current increases at lower altitudes. The main reason
for this increased current is the presence of a horizontal electric field and higher auroral
conductivity (Siingh et al., 2005).
The equatorial anomaly (Appleton anomaly) is an additional feature that defines
the F-region peak electron density areas at approximately 20o on both sides of the
magnetic equator during the daytime. During the daytime, the F-region peak electron
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density is found slightly shifted from the magnetic equator because of the equatorial
anomaly. At the magnetic equator, magnetic field lines are in the horizontal direction
(northward) and electric field is in eastward direction. Due to a combined effect of
increased temperature by solar radiation at the magnetic equator, electric current at lower
latitude, and gravitational force, ionized plasma lifts up (in the direction perpendicular to
the electric field and the magnetic field) towards the higher altitude and diffuses towards
both sides of the magnetic equator during the day, which causes the high electron density
F-region at north and south of the magnetic equator (Sastri, 1982). This feature is called
the equatorial anomaly and this motion is called equatorial fountain. Within couple of
hours this plasma drifts downward and the F-region altitude decreases. But at dusk, the Fregion again experiences another plasma drift in upward direction because of the effect of
enhanced eastward electric field at solar terminator, which is also called pre-reversal
enhancement (Sastri, 1982; Schunk & Nagy, 2000).
Another decreased F-region electron density structure that forms and extends
from mid latitude to high latitude from dusk to dawn is called the mid latitude trough.
Different geophysical processes between the mid-latitude ionosphere and the high
latitude ionosphere contribute in generating this structure. In general, the mid-latitude
trough is defined with a poleward edge where electron density is highest and with an
equatorial edge where electron density is normal F-region density with an area of trough
minimum in between them where electron density has minimum value. During the
geomagnetic storm when auroral activities are at their peak, the auroral oval moves
towards the lower latitudes and narrows the trough latitude range due to particle
precipitation and strong ion convection. With this shift, the poleward edge of the trough
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also shows a steep electron density characteristic (Lee, Wang, Liu, Chen, & Lin, 2011).
Seasonal anomaly phenomenon affects mid-latitude ionosphere density. According to this
anomaly, electron density of the F2-region over the mid latitude is higher in the winter
than in the summer despite the solar zenith angle being smaller during the summer than
the winter. It has been seen an increment in the O/N2 ratio in the winter due to the
increased density of O and decreased density of N2, which produce more electron density
and less recombination rate of O+ ions. This concentration variation is caused by the
ionosphere-thermosphere coupling and neutral wind circulation (Schunk, & Nagy, 2000).
Severe Space Weather Impacts
Space weather has become an important part of our daily lives due to our higher
reliance on technology. This reliance is one the reasons that any severe space weather
event could have the capability to disrupt our daily lives enormously. Figure 3 illustrates
different impacts of severe space weather on various ground-based and space-based
systems. (E.g., Solar high energy electrons and protons can damage a spacecraft’s
electronics and introduce scintillation in GPS signal transmission.) Space weather could
impact ground-based long conductors, for example, submarine cables, oil and gas
pipelines, and power transmission lines.
Communication and Navigation System
High frequency communication and global positioning navigation depend on the
propagation of radio signals through the ionosphere. High frequency radio signals from 3
to 30MHZ are generally used for communication between air to ground and ground to air
by commercial airlines and ship to shore and ship to ship. The phenomenon is called “sky
wave”, which provides us the facility to communicate over the horizon using the
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reflection of a radio signal by the ionosphere (Moldwin, 2008). When radio signals pass
through the ionosphere, their refraction or reflection depends on wave frequency and
ionosphere electron density, but the ionosphere experiences vast electron density
variations during severe space weather events.

Figure 3. Space weather impacts (Fox, 2011).

During these events, there are several possibilities of signal distortion, fading,
disappearing, and even propagating along unexpected distances and destinations during
transmission. Also, during the presence of PCA anomaly, signals could be absorbed and
could cause communication blackout because when very high energy particles enter the
atmosphere over the polar region, they produce an incredible increment in the ionosphere
electron density (Camalan, 2006; Jones et al., 2005).
Commercial airlines prepare their flight schedules based on space weather
forecasting, especially for trans-polar flights. Global Positioning System (GPS) signals,
which help us identify an accurate location of a user or a destination, are also affected by
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a sudden disturbance in ionosphere electron density due to solar activity. The main
concept behind the GPS system is that user location is estimated employing two
parameters- the time when the signal was sent from the GPS satellite, which is received
by the user on the ground, and the satellite position at that time. For an accurate location
determination, it is necessary that at least four GPS satellites are visible to the user and
included in the calculations. Using these parameters, the exact location of user is
calculated using different equations. However, during severe space weather, the
navigation information might be inaccurate by several kilometers because fluctuating
ionosphere electron density will affect the GPS signal propagation; there could be an
error in the location and time estimation of each satellite for the user. Miscalculations of a
few meters or kilometers on roads (when a GPS is used by cars) will affect users less
significantly than when those users are in air (when GPS is used by airplanes) (Camalan,
2006; Moldwin, 2008).
Ground Induced Current (Power Transmission Lines and Oil Pipelines)
During an extreme geomagnetic storm, a current that varies with respect to time,
latitude, and longitude is generated in the ionosphere. This varying current introduces a
variable magnetic field, and, according to Faraday’s law, a varying magnetic field causes
a voltage difference across a conductor and induces a current. There are many long
conductors found on the ground (e.g., power transmission lines, oil, and gas pipelines)
that are at risk of this induced current. The electricity board transmits power from the
power plant to the user at high voltage, since all the household appliances work on low
voltage, transformers located near the end-user convert high voltage current into low
voltage current. If these transformers receive voltage more than their capacity, then there
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are higher chances for a transformer failure. To avoid this failure, power grid operators
need to have all the space weather updates; such information will make it easier for them
to take appropriate action in case of any geomagnetic storm (Echer et al., 2005).
One of the best known examples of power transmission failure due to severe
space weather occurred in 1989 in the Hydro- Que´bec power grid in Canada. That solar
storm caused a blackout for several hours in Canada. Scientists estimate that the next
severe geomagnetic storm during the upcoming solar maximum could damage hundreds
of transformers and it might take several years to replace them all (Moldwin, 2008).
Metal pipeline corrodes due to several environmental conditions, and it also corrodes in
the presence of induced current. These pipelines carry oil and gas over the Arctic region
and transmit it to the different parts of the world. In that region, pipelines are under the
auroral oval, which displays the largest ionospheric current properties during severe solar
storms. This susceptibility induces current in the pipelines, which causes erroneous flow
information and a higher corrosion rate (Pirjola, 2005). One of the major oil production
interruptions due to severe space weather was recorded in 2006 in the Prudhoe Bay.
During this disaster, approximately 200,000 gallons of oil were leaked over an area of 1.9
acres. The main reason for this oil leakage was pipeline corrosion, which might have
been produced by severe space weather induced currents (Javaherdashti, Nwaoha, & Tan,
2013).
Effects on Space-based Systems
A variety of impacts have been noticed upon satellites and spacecraft due to
geomagnetic storms. Geomagnetic storms modify the electron density of the ionosphere,
and when any satellite or spacecraft passes through the highly ionized ionosphere,
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because of the continuously striking of charged particles, the spacecraft has to encounter
various issues like charge build-up on its surface, amplifier or solar cell degradation,
dissolution of thermal coating, optical sensor damage, or inaccurate electronic switching
activities (Anderson & Rowell, 1999; Echer et al., 2005).
Additionally, during geomagnetic storms, varied heating level changes in the
atmosphere ion density at different altitudes cause significant changes in spacecraft orbit
and altitude (Hughes, 2009). Furthermore, solar high energy UV rays and X-rays are very
dangerous for living creatures. Radiation particles hold high amounts of energy and can
penetrate different protective systems and astronaut suits, which can cause cancer and
other deadly diseases.
Other Effects (Aurora)
Aurora is the most phenomenal natural light display in the sky. The main origin
of the whole process is the Sun. Strong solar wind helps transmit high energy particles
from the Sun to outer space with a speed from 300 to over 1000 km per second (Combs
& Viereck, 1996). To understand the process, we need to first comprehend the Earth’s
magnetic field because it plays an important role in activating aurora.
Earth is like a dipole magnet where magnetic field lines come out from the South
Pole and enter into the North Pole. It is clearly shown in Figure 4 that when high speed
solar wind interacts with Earth’s magnetic field, it deforms the magnetic field and distorts
the Earth’s magnetosphere. Most of the energetic particles are deflected by Earth’s
magnetic field, but some of the particles are trapped in the magnetosphere. These charged
particles spiral around the magnetic field lines due to the Lorentz force, is a force
experienced by a charged particle when they move with some velocity in the presence of
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an electric and magnetic field. The direction of the force depends on the direction of the
other three parameters (Echer et al., 2005; “Magnetic Storms,” n. d.).

Figure 4. Magnetic Storms and their interaction with Earth’s magnetic field (“Magnetic Storms”, n.d.).

All the particles at the higher latitudes, moving perpendicularly in the direction of
the magnetic field, experience force towards the magnetic pole. When these particles
enter the Earth’s upper atmosphere, they collide with other atoms, molecules, and ions in
the atmosphere. This collision initiates energy exchange and excites atoms, molecules,
and ions. All these particles discharge photons while coming back to their ground energy
level and produce Aurora, a color show in the sky (Stern, 2002). Figure 5 represents the
process that produces aurora.
The color of aurora depends on several factors like atmospheric gas type and its
electrical state. Aurora also depends on the energy levels of the particles (Combs, &
Viereck, 1996). The most common aurora color is green, which is emitted by atomic
oxygen at 557.7 nm and mostly observed from a 100 km to 200 km altitude. At higher
altitude (above 200 km), the same atomic oxygen produces a red color at 630.0 nm. At
lower altitudes, molecular nitrogen emits red and blue colors, so we usually see a mixture
of both colors as a purple edge at the bottom of an aurora curtain. Infrared emissions are
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also very prominent in aurora along with visible band emissions (Baumjohann &
Treumann, 1997).

Figure 5. The process which produces Aurora (“How is it produced?”, n.d.).

All the above mentioned impacts indicate that it is important to understand space
weather and its effects on the ionosphere to develop an effective and accurate forecasting
system. The worst solar storm the Carrington event was experienced in 1859, and it
affected telegraph services all over Europe and North America (“Solar Superstorm,”
2003). Technological development and human dependency on it has provided luxury and
comfort but has also presented a concern: We are too much at the mercy of space weather
conditions. Thus, we have to be prepared for severe space weather conditions that can
undermine our way of life.
Radio Occultation Technique
Radio occultation technique provides atmospheric measurements using GPS and
low-Earth orbit (LEO) satellite systems. Each GPS satellite broadcasts two L-band
frequencies (f1 = 1575.42 MHz and f2 = 1227.6 MHz) that are received by a LEO
satellite receiver. When a GPS satellite rises or sets behind the Earth’s atmosphere, L-
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band frequencies are received by a LEO satellite receiver. This event is called radio
occultation and lasts 4-10 minutes, depending on the positions of the satellites (Hajj et al.,
2000). When a signal passes through the atmosphere, it experiences a phase delay, a
bending, and an amplitude change due to refractivity along the ray path. Figure 6 shows
the occultation process. The index of refraction is a strong function of electron density.
Refractivity can also be directly related to total electron content using excess phase
measurements. On the other hand, refractivity can also be calculated using bending angle
measurements. These changes provide vital information for electron density profiles in
the ionosphere and for temperature, pressure, and water vapor profiles in the lower
atmosphere (Hajj et al., 2000; Nicolls, Rodrigues, & Bust, 2012; Yunk, 2002).

Figure 6. Radio occultation technique (“COSMIC Visuals and Multimedia Gallery”, 2006).

Radio occultation (RO) technique is based on the fundamentals of optics,
thermodynamics, gas laws, and electromagnetism, which were developed before the 19th
century. Applying these fundamentals to modern and advanced space and remote sensing
technologies has allowed us to understand our atmosphere better. (Yunck, Liu, & Ware,
1999).
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Applications
The Global Positioning System Radio Occultation (GPS RO) is a tool that
provides reliable measurements for Earth’s lower and upper atmospheres with uniform
global coverage (Hajj et al., 2000). Some of its lower atmospheric applications are
tropospheric water vapor profile estimation, gravity waves measurements, and the study
of the lower stratosphere and upper troposphere during severe cyclone conditions
(Binodi, Neubert, Syndergaard, and Nielsen, 2011; Kursinski, Hajj, Hardy, Romans, &
Schofield, 1995; Liou, Pavelyev, & Wickert, 2005). In addition to its effectiveness in
measuring Earth’s neutral atmosphere, RO technique has demonstrated its powerful
remote sensing capabilities regarding the Earth’s ionosphere by providing an extended
database for ionospheric total electron content, electron density profile, and ionosphere
conductance (Bust & Mitchell, 2008). Before describing RO ionospheric applications in
detail, it should be noted that ionosphere research is important for the study of the lower
atmosphere and climate change. However, the ionosphere could introduce noise in
neutral atmosphere radio occultation measurements. Several studies have been published
to address this issue and concluded that, in the situation of severe space weather
conditions, ionospheric correction in neutral atmospheric profiles is highly recommended
(Christian, Sergey, William, & Douglas, 2008; Mannucci, Ao, Pi, & Iijima, 2011).
RO technique provides important information for global plasma structure and its
evolution. This information will definitely help the research community to study the
effects of severe space weather conditions, varied total electron content (TEC), and
electron density within different ionospheric layers, the particle precipitation, and electrojet phenomenon, and other ionospheric processes (Bust & Mitchell, 2008).
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TEC is one of the fundamental parameters for the Earth’s ionosphere study and is
defined as the total number of free electrons between the two points along a ray path. It is
also defined as integrated electron density in a 1m2 column along the ray path. This
parameter is measured with the unit of electrons/m2 and according to the definition 1016
electrons/m2 = 1TEC unit (TECU) (“GNSS-ROB – Ionosphere,” 2013; Hajj et al., 2000).
The GPS constellation is a group of 24 satellites that are placed at approximately
a 20,200 km altitude at 6 different planes with an inclination of 55o (approximately).
These satellites emit signals of two L- band frequencies, L1 (f1 = 1575.42 MHz) and L2
(f2 = 1227.6 MHz)). Their orbital period is 12 hours. These signals are received by
different low Earth orbit satellites (which is COSMIC for this study) during the setting or
rising of a GPS satellite behind the Earth’s atmosphere (Hajj et al., 2000). These
received L- band frequencies are decoded and used to calculate TEC using the
measurements of pseudo range, which is the measurement of the delay between the time
when the signal was transmitted and the time when the signal was received and the phase
difference. The phase difference is the measurements of the difference between the signal
phase that was transmitted and signal phase when it was received (Hajj et al., 2000; Yue,
Schreiner, Hunt, Rocken, & Kuo, 2011).
It is essential to consider a few factors that can easily introduce error in the RO
measurements while conducting any ionospheric research. For example, rapid movement
of a receiver can introduce a multipath error (which results from the interference of
signals travelling on different paths from the direct signal). Satellite size, solar panel
location, and antenna design can also introduce different biases (Yue et al., 2011). Some
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of these biases are resolved by satellite data processing centers using various approaches
under quality check and control.
The Radio occultation total electron content (ROTEC) parameter used in this
study was downloaded from the COSMIC Data Analysis and Archive Center (CDAAC)
website. The calculated accuracy of the TEC parameter used in this study, which was
obtained by the precise orbit determination (POD) antenna, lies between 2-3 TECU (Yue
et al., 2011). According to the literature, this accuracy is suitable for the study of the
ionosphere and any statistical study (“COSMIC CDAAC Data Analysis and Archival
Center,” n.d.; Yue et al., 2011).
The ionosphere electron density profile can be calculated using the standard
inverse Abel transform, which is widely covered by several research papers for electron
density estimation (Hajj et al., 2000; Nicolls, Rodrigues, Bust, & Chau , 2009; Nicolls et
al., 2012).
Standard inverse Abel transform ():

( )

∫

√

Here
Ne represents electron density profile
r is the radial distance from the center of the Earth
s is the tangent altitude
dTEC/ds is the derivative of TEC with respect to the tangent altitude
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RO data has been used by scientists in several ways for ionosphere study. One of
the most interesting areas of study is E-region densities because this region plays a vital
role in the electrodynamics of the ionosphere due to its higher conductive nature than
other ionospheric regions. Its temporal, diurnal, vertical, and horizontal variations can
provide an understanding of the equatorial electro-jet, which is an intense current flowing
near the equator in the E-region, and E-region conductance, which influences
electrodynamics near the equator. The E-region also affects the equatorial spread F,
which is defined as plasma irregularities in the F-region causing reshaping of the
equatorial region ionosphere after sunset (Nicolls et al., 2009; Nicolls et al., 2012). This
study is centered on the variation of the E-region TEC and electron density with respect
to latitude, altitude, and timeframe.
It is critically important to develop a four-dimensional global map of ionosphere
electron density that can be used for various applications like radio transmission users
employ ionosphere electron density for transmissions; these are greatly affected by solar
events. To understand plasma activities at higher latitudes or their movements and
transports to other regions, four-dimensional ionospheric imaging is necessary. One of
the important approaches of three- and four-dimensional imaging is the data assimilation
method. This approach is commonly used in the fields of oceanography and meteorology.
The data assimilation technique provides the best understanding of a current state using
prior knowledge of the state by employing a numerical model and various measurements
obtained using different systems. For example, in the case of ionospheric imaging, it
would be based on physics models, which will account for multiple ions, molecules and
atoms, their momentum and energy equations, and their interrelation using Maxwell’s
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equations (Bust & Mitchell, 2008; Bust & Datta-Barua, 2013; Wang, Zou, & Zhu, 2000).
Usually data assimilation techniques not only improve the forecasting and modeling
capabilities but also supply an in-depth understanding of specific parameters.
In the past few years, several data assimilation algorithms have been developed
within the ionospheric research community to estimate the ionosphere electron density at
a global level and to calculate variables like temperature and electric field, which have
great impact on the variation of electron density. One of the approaches of 4-D imaging is
Ionospheric Data Assimilation Four-Dimensional (IDA4D), which is a powerful data
assimilation technique for four dimensional (latitude, longitude, altitude, and time)
ionospheric electron density imaging. Thus, the tool supports scientific investigations of
ionospheric-thermospheric phenomena. The main advantage of using this technique is
that it can accept data from various sources - like satellite - based GPS occultation and
TEC data, electron density measurements obtained from incoherent scatter radar and
ionosondes, and data from different meteorological satellites. This study used the IDA4D
data assimilation algorithm to subtract the F-region electron density contribution from the
total electron density, which helped in calculating the E-region electron density for the
decided study area and study period. During nighttime, the D-region contribution in TEC
and the electron density can be neglected because this region is not active in the absence
of direct sunlight (Blaunstein & Christodoulou, 2007).
IDA4D is an objective analysis data assimilation algorithm where objective
analysis defines an analysis which is generated by an automated process and it is based
upon the 3DVAR data assimilation method (Bust & Mitchell, 2008; Bust & Datta-Barua,
2013). A research paper published in 2004 (Bust et al., 2004) describes the general
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requirements for any ionospheric data assimilation algorithm. This algorithm should be
able to accept measurements as input from different sensors and instruments with varied
distribution and geometry. Such a condition is a well-satisfied by the IDA4D algorithm
because it accepts data from all the following sources:
1. Ground-based GPS slant total electron content (TEC).
2. Ground-based digisonde and incoherent scatter radar (ISR) electron
density altitude profiles.
3. Ground-based Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated
by Satellite (DORIS) TEC.
4. Space-based GPS occultation TEC.
5. Space-based “topside” GPS TEC.
6. Space-based in-situ observations of electron density.
The next requirement is that the algorithm should be at least three-dimensional,
and IDA4D is a four-dimensional (latitude, longitude, altitude, and time) algorithm (Bust
et al., 2004; Bust & Datta-Barua, 2013). This algorithm has been used in several
scientific studies and has already proven a reliable way for electron density estimations
during various moderate to severe geomagnetic storms (Datta‐Barua, Bust, & Crowley,
2011; Kinrade et al., 2012). IDA4D has been used to study the mid-latitude response to
geomagnetic storms, which includes the uplift of storm enhanced density plasma to
higher altitudes and their transport through the polar caps.
The ionospheric research community has been investigating ionosphere response
to different geomagnetic storms for more than a half-decade. Several scientific studies
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have been done using different ground-based and space-based measurements for the
ionosphere. Since this region of atmosphere is very dynamic and its response to
geomagnetic storm varies with respect to latitude, longitude, time, and altitude, it is
essential to study these variations carefully. This understanding will provide a foundation
for the development an improved forecasting model. The main parameters, total electron
content and electron density profile have been studied using data obtained from several
satellites and radar measurements.
Danilov and Lastovicka (2001) highlight the effects of geomagnetic storms on the
lower and higher altitude ionosphere. The E-region response to geomagnetic storms is
influenced by different parameters: change in neutral density, different photochemical
reactions, and ionization rate. In general, geomagnetic storms cause increased E-region
electron density at higher latitude (60o – 90o) but an opposite response at mid (30o – 60o)
and lower latitudes (0o – 30o) (Dempsey & White, 2005). The high latitude ionosphere
responds to geomagnetic storms differently, depending on where those storms are. The
main reason of these different responses is that the energy of precipitating electrons is
different for the two sub regions - polar cap and the auroral oval. According to this study,
the responses of the polar cap E-region to geomagnetic storms are not as strong as the
auroral oval E-region’s because the energy of precipitating particles in the polar cap is
approximately below 600eV but approximately 1keV for auroral oval. 1keV energy of
precipitating electrons produces enhanced E-region ionization and creates auroral
sporadic layers within the auroral oval region. This energy increases with the intensity of
geomagnetic storms and causes dominated E-region profiles in the auroral oval. But in
the polar cap, since the energy of precipitating electrons is high enough to penetrate up to
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lower ionosphere, it causes weaker E-region response to storms. The increased ionization
process in the auroral oval also produces a higher amount of NO (nitric oxide) at this
latitude.
Since NO concentration is an important component for high latitude ionospheric
electron density, several studies in the past have already observed that NO concentration
is usually higher at high latitudes and lower as it moves towards the lower latitudes
(Rusch & Clancy, 1987). The enhanced NO concentration is also transmitted to the midlatitudes by horizontal winds, which causes a higher recombination rate and decrement is
the ionization of the E-layer at mid-latitudes. Electron density in the higher F-region is
directly proportional to the O/N2 ratio. During a geomagnetic storm, the ratio changes
because of the heating produced by particle precipitation at the lower ionosphere in the
aurora regions. Such heating causes a decreased atom to molecule ratio in the aurora
region and a different wind circulation pattern (in an equator-ward direction) from the
aurora region to lower latitudes. This decreased ratio causes a weak F-region over the
aurora regions during storms. These factors affect the F-region electron density over
lower latitudes depending on seasonal variations. For the winter’s nighttime, regular
circulation is also equator-ward, so the air with decreased electron density travels to the
lower latitudes and produces a weaker F-region. During the winter daytime, regular
circulation is in a poleward direction, which is opposed by a storm-induced equatorward
flow and produces an enhanced F-region over the mid-latitudes. In summer, daytime and
nighttime circulation is either weak poleward or strong equatorward, which produces a
weak F-region during both day and nighttime. But there is a possibility that the summer
daytime might have an enhanced F-region over mid and low latitudes due to travelling
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atmospheric disturbances, which are produced by the admittance of high energy into the
mid and low latitudes from the higher latitudes.
A study published in 2009 highlights the low latitude E-region electron density
profile estimation from radio occultation measurements using the IDA4D algorithm
(Nicolls et al., 2009). The approach followed in this study was to remove the F-region
contribution in the measured ROTEC using the IDA4D assimilation algorithm and then
to calculate the E-region electron density using the Abel Inversion method with residual
total electron content value. Area covered in this study was near the geomagnetic equator
and close to South America. This study compared the calculated E-region electron
density profiles with the electron density profiles estimated by bistatic coherent scatter
radar system near the Jicamarca Radio Observatory, measured by the International
Reference Ionosphere Model (IRI) and the Faraday-IRI (FIRI). Since radar measurements
are confined within the altitude range of 95-110 km, additional comparison with other
models provided the opportunity to compare the electron density profiles for areas lower
and higher than this altitude range. For all the measurements, the selected days were 1, 5,
and 15 April 2007, with the study time period of 0800-1600LT for the 80-150 km altitude
range. Ultimately, this study showed that E-region peak electron density and peak height
values of all the above estimates are in good agreement, although a small difference was
identified between the Abel inversion measurements and the radar measurements. Some
of the possible reasons for that variation might be inaccuracies associated with the
ROTEC measurements or the F-region estimation by IDA4D or different solar zenith
angles during the radio occultation ray path (Nicolls et al., 2009).
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In 2012, another study was published by Nicolls et al. (2012) that was an
extension of the 2009 study. In this extended scientific study, radio occultation
measurements were collected for low latitudes from -20o to +20o for April 2007 and
January 2008. But files have a signal to noise ratio of ≥ 7 and a tangent altitude lower
than 150 km were selected and utilized for further analysis. Some of the values with
negative profiles were also discarded from the final analysis. One of the important
findings of this study was that mean electron density profiles follow the α-Chapman
representation for altitude within 100-120 km for a selected latitude range. There have
been different studies done to investigate the variation in the ionosphere over Europe and
US during the geomagnetic storms and variations in the plasma structure over the polar
region using the IDA4D algorithm.
The available literature involving this algorithm shows evidence that the results
estimated using the algorithm are in good agreement with several other ionosphere
measurements sources. In near future, this algorithm will be used to study varied features
of the ionosphere for different latitude, longitude, and timeframe. This study will provide
a framework for the usage of this algorithm for the study of high altitude E region
variations during active and quiet days. According to Rishbeth and Garriott (1969) Eregion peak electron density follows the Chapman layer in normal conditions. The
Chapman theory and layer represents the fundamental concept of the formation of ionized
layers. This theory represents a relationship between the amount of absorption of solar
radiation, the ionization, and the recombination rates for the different altitudes in the
ionosphere. For lesser angle values of a solar beam with respect to the zenith, the peak
electron density value increases and the peak height value decreases (Kelley, 2009).
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Since the E-region of ionosphere is filled with various neutral atoms and ions, different
ionization reactions make this region complex in terms of the ionized nature of the region
and complicated for analysis (Banks & Kockarts, 1973).
Due to the E-region’s dynamic behavior and varied response with respect to
latitude, longitude, seasonal, diurnal, etc., several studies have been conducted to observe
the E-region variations with respect to the above mentioned parameters. Moore,
Mendillo, Martinis, and Bailey (2006) published a study that highlights the day-to-day
variation in the E-layer using ionosonde, incoherent scatter radar (ISR) measurements,
and the photochemical model. This study also investigated the major sources for this
variation in the E-layer.
To understand the complexity of E-region densities it is important to gain the
knowledge of solar X-ray and extreme ultraviolet irradiance (which represents the power
of a solar radiation incident on a unit area of a surface), neutral atmosphere density, and
different ionization processes. According to the study, the main source of the E-layer is
the photoionization of molecular nitrogen (N2) and oxygen (O2). However, neutral nitric
oxide (NO) is an important constituent because it contributes to the ion photochemistry in
a different manner and radiates infrared, which affects the thermal budget of the
thermosphere. Although NO is a minor constituent, it can be found in abundance at
higher latitudes as auroral electron precipitation produces NO in great quantity. At lower
latitudes, NO concentration depends on solar soft X-rays. Results for this study show
that E-region electron density variation at low and mid-latitudes primarily depends on
solar flux variations. The second parameter that affects the electron density variation is
solar declination variation. At the polar regions, solar declination plays an important role
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in the E-region variation, although approximately 30% of the total E-region variation
depends on different auroral ionization processes. Noontime peak densities vary from 57% at mid-latitudes to 7%-50% for polar regions or higher latitudes. E-region
measurements play an important role not only for the study of the lower latitude
ionosphere but the higher latitude ionosphere as well.
Aurora can also be studied with the help of E-region parameters. At higher
latitudes, near the Polar Regions, solar high energy particles are able to penetrate the
upper atmosphere and enter into the ionosphere. Here, these particles collide with already
present ions and atoms, and this collision produces high energy particles. These particles
are at the excitation state. When these particles calm to their normal energy level, they
emit photons within different visible and infrared frequency bands. The high frequency
auroral region is oval shaped; thus, it is called the auroral oval (Echer et al., 2005).
Mayer and Jakowsk (2009) discussed the nature of different ionospheric processes
in the auroral region with the help of radio occultation measurements in their research
paper. According to this study, E-region ionization can dominate the F2-layer ionization
during the winter nighttime in the auroral region. For this study, they obtained E-region
and F2-region electron density profiles using CHAMP and COSMIC satellite
constellation for a latitude > 45o N. The winter hemisphere at nighttime shows an Eregion dominated ionosphere from 7:00 am to 8:00 am local time with an 80% RO
profiles agreement, which means that 80% of the RO profile from the collected pool
satisfied the condition of the E-region dominated area. Another interesting finding of this
study is that all these profiles were symmetrically distributed around the auroral oval.
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Constellation Observing System for Meteorology Ionosphere and Climate (COSMIC)
To develop an improved modeling and forecasting procedure for the ionosphere
and meteorology, there is a need for continuous and accurate global coverage for
observations. Several satellites have been launched to accomplish this target for
ionosphere research, and in the near future we will witness the launching of more
satellites with advanced and improved instruments.
One of the most advanced missions is called Constellation Observing System for
Meteorology Ionosphere and Climate (COSMIC), which was launched in April 2006. It is
a joint mission between Taiwan’s National Space Organization (NSPO) and the United
States’ University Corporation of Atmospheric Research (UCAR) in collaboration with
the National Science Foundation (NSF), the United States Air Force (USAF), the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), NASA’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, and the US Naval Research Laboratory, which is focused on climate, space
weather, and meteorology research (Fong et al., 2009). Six similar micro satellites were
launched in the mission and each micro satellite is equipped with three important
instruments: a GPS radio occultation receiver, which was developed by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory and built by Broad Reach Engineering; a Tiny Ionospheric Photometer; and a
Tri-Band Beacon, the last two of which developed by the Naval Research Laboratory.
These satellites are at the 800 km altitude with a 30o separation and an inclination of ~72o
, which makes them evenly distributed for global coverage (Fong et al., 2009). Five of
the six satellites are operational and providing 1000-1500 daily RO profiles in the neutral
atmosphere and 1000-1500 daily electron density profiles (Fong et al., 2009; “COSMIC COSMIC-1,” n.d.). COSMIC data is received and processed by two different centers- the
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COSMIC Data Analysis and Archive Center (CDAAC) in Boulder, Colorado, USA and
the Taiwan analysis center for COSMIC (TACC) in Taiwan. The processed data are
passed to different weather centers located all over the world for further weather
prediction modeling usage.
The COSMIC mission is more advanced than are other RO missions- like
GPS/MET, one of the earliest RO missions managed by the University Corporation of
Atmospheric Research (UCAR) and was launched in 1997 which provided approximately
100-150 occultations per day; GRACE, a joint mission between NASA and the German
Aerospace Center, which launched a twin satellite mission launched in 2002; or CHAMP,
a German mission satellite launched in 2000 and ended in 2010 and provided
approximately 250 occultations per day, because it provides global coverage with
maximum number of ionosphere occultations (“COSMIC - COSMIC-1,” n.d.;
“GPS/MET,” 2012). After the successful launch of the COSMIC mission, we have been
able to get 1000-1500 daily radio occultation profiles in the neutral atmosphere and 10001500 daily electron density profiles with global coverage. Since 2006, this mission has
provided more than three million radio occultation profiles and contributed
extraordinarily to the field of science and research (“COSMIC - COSMIC-1,” n.d.).
In the future, the radio occultation community is expecting developed systems by
2016 that would easily provide 100,000 or more radio occultation profiles on a daily
basis with advanced horizontal and vertical resolution; these developments will provide
improved weather analysis and forecasting opportunities along with better 3-D imaging
of the global ionosphere (Yunk & Axelrad, 2012). The U.S. private sector is also putting
forth efforts to establish satellite constellations to provide affordable and advanced
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observational data to aid forecasting and prediction services for day to day and severe
weather conditions. Specifically, the development of a Community Initiative for Cellular
Earth Remote Observation (CICERO) satellite constellation is being proposed by
GeoOptics, a satellite-based environmental data services company. The project currently
plans to launch 2 satellites by mid-2014 and 12 satellites by mid-2016 (Yunck &
Axelrad, 2012). This ambitious project would be able to deploy advanced satellite sensors
and provide observational data at very low-cost in the near future (Yunck & Axelrad,
2012). The most important applications would be weather forecasting as well as climate
and space weather monitoring. This system will provide high-accuracy profiles for
atmospheric pressure, temperature, and moisture and 3D maps of global electron density
distribution (“GeoOptics Inc,” n.d.).
Separately, Taiwan and the US are also planning to launch COSMIC-2 a joint
mission with two sets of satellite constellations. The first set will consist of six satellites
and be launched by 2016, and the next set of six satellites will be launched by 2018. This
mission will utilize not only US GPS signals but European and Russian navigation
satellite signals as well, which will enhance the global coverage of data to support the
scientific community for better research opportunities (Cook & Wilczynski, 2010;
Mannucci et al., 2012). The initial set of satellites will provide coverage only within the
range of 500 N-500 S due to their low inclination angle (~24o to ~28o) and, thus, not
initially be very useful for polar Ionospheric studies. The second set of satellites, though,
will have an inclination angle of ~72o and will provide data for a higher latitude range
(Mannucci et al., 2012). However, this mission still needs to establish funding to support
its completion (Fong et al., 2012).
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All these missions are extremely important for the atmosphere and ionosphere
research community as they will improve the weather prediction and forecasting
capabilities and initiate a new era for RO applications for monitoring and forecasting
weather, climate, space weather, and other Earth science related parameters (Fong et al.,
2009). With the development of the new missions and sensors, it is also essential to
provide low cost and rapid services, which could be aided by more participation from
private groups.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this research has been to study the E-region TEC and electron
density profile variation using radio occultation measurements and the IDA4D data
assimilation algorithm. This study focused on the two most active days and most quiet
days found around the time of winter solstice 2007. A need for this study exists because
E-region ionization and its different photochemical processes are complicated due to
several factors like presence of aurora, variation in neutral density, and secondary
ionization reactions. The study of E-region variation could provide an improved
understanding of ionosphere variability and conductivity. This understanding will assist
in the scientific community; developing different data assimilation and forecasting
models, which will help us take mitigation actions in advance to minimize damage due to
severe space weather conditions.
Description of Study Period and Study Area Selection
The study period for this research was decided with the help of various
parameters. Although COSMIC was launched in 2006, but it took approximately one year
to place all the low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites at the appropriate altitude to provide
global coverage. For this study, 2007 was considered as a starting point to find a suitable
study period. Further data selection was based on the information of solar maxima and
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solar minima. A solar maximum is the time period when the Sun is very active and there
is a high probability of a solar flare eruption. On the other hand, a solar minimum is the
time when the Sun is very quiet and the probability of a solar flare is very low.
Information from the NASA/Marshall Solar Physics website (Hathaway, n.d.) on the
sunspot cycle indicated that the Sun started approaching sunspot minimum after 2000.
After 2009, sunspot numbers started increasing again. Figure 7 illustrates the trend of
variation of sunspot numbers after 2000 and 2009.

Figure 7. Solar cycle sunspot progression for year 1995-2020 (Hathaway, n.d.).

The sunspot cycle corresponds to the sunspot number variation with respect to
years. The sunspot number, Wolf sunspot number or Zurich sunspot number, is estimated
using mathematical calculations of numbers of individual sunspots (Benestad, 2006). In
most cases, when more sunspots are visible or the number of sunspots is higher, it
represents an active sun. Since the solar activity was continuously decreasing after 2006,
2007 was selected for this study. Because COSMIC became operational in 2006,
COSMIC data was available for a complete year from 2007. Since this study project
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started in early 2011, COSMIC data had been available from 2006-2010. For 2007-2010,
2007 was the year with most number of sunspots, so 2007 was selected for the study.
Because high latitude regions are highly sensitive to geomagnetic storms, making these
regions’ responses during different space weather conditions important in our
understanding of these conditions, the geomagnetic latitude range of 45o-80o was selected
for the study.
One of the main objectives of this study was to analyze variations of E-region
TEC and electron density during the winter solstice. Since the nights are longer and the
days are shorter at northern latitudes during the winter solstice, the contribution of direct
sunlight in varying ion concentration of the ionosphere is relatively low at higher
latitudes. The winter solstice of 2007, which occurred on December 22, was selected with
the set of two months before and after it. Then, specific days for the study were found
within the range of October 22, 2007 to February 22, 2008 for 18:00-06:00 MLT.
This study used the concept of magnetic local time (MLT) for further analysis
because ionospheric variations are defined by Earth’s magnetic environment and its
responses to solar activities; magnetic local time provides a better understanding of the
Earth’s ionosphere variations with respect to solar activities. Magnetic local time is
estimated using geomagnetic longitude values. For example, magnetic meridian with
MLT = 12 (noon) will face the sun, and in normal solar outburst conditions, this meridian
should be in upwind direction (Stern & Peredo, 2002).
The selection of days for this study was based on the concept of active and quiet
days, which is based on the Kp index (Davies, 1990). Twelve different ground-based
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observatories monitor the geomagnetic disturbances, and the Kp index is calculated using
the horizontal component of geomagnetic field disturbances globally (Schunk & Nagy,
2000). The derivation method of this index was defined in such a manner that Kp index
values are calculated at three hour intervals with the range of values from 0o to 9o in
thirds of unit so there should be 8 Kp index values (0o, 0+, 1-, 1o, 1+, 2-, 2o, 2+, ... , 8o,
8+, 9-, 9o) for any given day (“Geomagnetic KP Index,” n.d.; Schunk & Nagy, 2000).
Here x0 = x, x- = x-1/3 and x+ = x+1/3
Table 1. Kp index representation.
00 0+ 1- 10 1+ 2- 20

2+

………………………

70

7+

8-

80

8+

9-

90
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For each month, five most active (days with maximum geomagnetic disturbance)
and five most quiet (days with least geomagnetic disturbance) are indicated by the World
Data Center of Geomagnetism, Kyoto. These days are estimated using Kp index values
(Davies, 1990). These values were obtained using the World Data Center of
Geomagnetism, Kyoto, website. The 123 days (total selected active and quiet days) were
documented with their respective Auroral Electro-jet (AE) index peak values obtained by
the World Data Center of Geomagnetism (“Provisional AE Index,” n.d.). The Auroral
Electro-jet index represents the geomagnetic disturbances in the horizontal component of
the geomagnetic field due to electric current flowing at the higher latitude; the index’s
unit is nT (nano-Tesla) (Davies, 1990; Mandea & Korte, 2011). The Kp index and the AE
index are both calculated using the measurements of disturbances in the horizontal
geomagnetic field component, but they are not similar. Both indexes are estimated using
different mathematical approaches, and while the Kp index shows one value for every
three hour interval, the AE index has the capability to show different values within an
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hour. The AE-index represents the disturbances due to high latitude current, but the Kp
index represents the geomagnetic disturbances globally. With the help of the
documented values, two most active days (November 20, 2007 and January 14, 2008) and
two most quiet days (December 08, 2007 and January 02, 2008) were selected for this
study.
Data Collection
For this study, two most active and two most quiet days from the winter solstice
2007 with the geomagnetic latitude range of 45o-80o, the geomagnetic longitude range of
(-180,180), and 18:00-06:00 MLT were selected for further analysis. The main aim of
this study was to analyze the variation of the E-region TEC and the electron density
within the selected latitude and longitude range during the most active and most quiet
days. The altitude range from 80-400 km was selected for the COSMIC data collection to
study the E-region, which extends from the 80 km to the 150 km altitude, and the Fregion, which extends from 150 km to around 400 km. COSMIC radio occultation data
files with the profile name podTec were downloaded using the COSMIC Data Analysis
and Archive Center (CDAAC) website in the form of netcdf files. This data is based on
the measurements conducted by POD antennas of the low Earth orbit satellite
(COSMIC). The accuracy of this data is estimated to be in the range of 1-2 TECU
(“COSMIC CDAAC Data Analysis and Archival Center,” n.d.). Table 2 shows the
number of occultation profiles downloaded using the CDAAC website for two active
days and two quiet days.
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Table 2. Number of occultation profiles retrieved for the individual days.

Year

Month

Day of Month

2007
2007
2008
2008

November
December
January
January

20
08
02
14

Level of
Activity
Active
Quiet
Quiet
Active

Number of
Occultation
1,589
2,498
2,236
2,445

Data Processing
All the IDL programs used in this study were received from Dr. G. S. Bust, and
some of the modifications in the programs were executed under his guidance. After the
files were downloaded, the IDL programming suite was run for further selection of files
satisfying the predefined latitude, longitude, and altitude ranges for the study.
The filter_occ function was run by passing the latitude range (45o, 80o), longitude range
(-180o,180o), and altitude range (80-400) as arguments.
occfiles = file_search('*nc') (This command saves all the netcdf files of the working
directory to the IDL array named occfiles)
ofiles= filter_occs(occfiles,tgaltrange=[80,400],tglatrange=[45.0,80.],tglonrange=[180,180],/geomag) (This command selects all the files from occfiles that satisfy the
conditions and saves them in array ofiles.)
print, ofiles[*] (This command shows all the filenames in the area of IDL command
prompt.)
All selected were saved in different folders. Now get_cosmic_occ program was run to
extract the parameters from these files.
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occ_s = get_cosmic_occ ('filename including its directory path')
help,occ_s.occ,/st (This command showed structure and its parameter in detail)
Now plot_one_occ program was run to generate the TEC vs Altitude plots.
plot_s = plot_one_occ(occ_s)
These plots were generated for the files selected by filter function. An important
point here is that the mean tangent latitude and longitude values are geographic
coordinates. After all the plots were generated, all the important parameter values-such as
COSMIC satellite id, PRN number, Mean Tangent geographic latitude and longitude,
date, and UT time- were documented in an Excel sheet document. Figure 8 shows the
sample plot.

Figure 8. (Above) Altitude (km) vs. TEC (TECU) plot compiled using COSMIC radio occultation
measurements. COSMIC 001 is COSMIC LEO id, PRN 6 is GPS satellite PRN number, 11/20/2007
(Month/Day/Year), 02:52 UT (Mean occultation time in UT). (Below) Here Red color triangle is Mean
Tangent Point, Green color triangle shows COSMIC satellite and the connecting line shows the tangent
smear which is the tangent point movement. Green color square represents GPS satellite.
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Then, using the website of the World Data Center of Geomagnetism, Mean
Tangent geographic latitude and longitude values were converted into geomagnetic
latitude and longitude. Since location of magnetic pole changes over a period of years,
this website provides an option to calculate the conversion based on the year, so for
November 20, 2007, and December 08, 2007, conversion was done for 2007. For January
02, 2008, and January 14, 2008, conversion was done for 2008.
The next step was to convert UT time to MLT using a programming suite named get_mlt.
Mlt = Get_mlt (year, month, day, hour, min, sec, magnetic longitude).
This command converted the UT value to MLT and saved in mlt variable. Then, this
program was run individually for all the files, and their converted magnetic local time
values were documented.
Then, the radio occultation files for four days with time values from 18:00-06:00 MLT
were selected.
The files were categorized based on the day and were documented. After a close
inspection of every plot, the following values were appended to the document.
1. Maximum TEC value, where altitude is greater than or equal to 80 km and less
than or equal to 150 km with its altitude value.
2. Maximum TEC value, where altitude is greater than 150 km and less than or
equal to 400 km with its altitude value.
Then, histograms were created for TEC peak values for the altitude range 80-150 km and
150-400 km.
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For this study, the IDA4D was used to estimate the E-region TEC and electron
density for these selected four days. Since compilation of the IDA4D data assimilation
algorithm is a complicated process, selected occultation profiles were provided to Dr. G.
S. Bust, and he compiled the IDA4D algorithm for this study. IDA4D assimilated
COSMIC occultation profiles for tangent point up to a 150 km altitude. To calculate the
electron density, Abel inversion was applied to occultation profiles with a tangent point
altitude range of 80-150 km. After receiving data files were received from Dr. G.S. Bust,
E-region TEC and electron density values were documented, sorted, and categorized, and
different histograms, scatter plots, and contour plots were compiled under the following
categories for active and quiet days:
1. E-region TEC count distribution for latitude range of 45o-60o and >60o.
2. E-region TEC count distribution for 00:00-06:00 MLT and 18:00-00:00 MLT.
3. E-region electron density count distribution for latitude range of 45o-60o and >60o.
4. E-region electron density count distribution for 00:00-06:00 MLT and 18:0000:00 MLT.
5. Altitude vs. E-region density for latitude range of 45o-60o and >60o.
6. Altitude vs. E-region density 00:00-06:00 MLT and 18:00-00:00 MLT.
Research Design
The Earth’s ionosphere responds to a geomagnetic storm in various ways
depending on season, storm severity, solar flux energy, and neutral concentration of
ionosphere. The research focused on analyzing E-region response during the quiet and
active days using TEC and electron density parameters. After the study area and the study
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period were chosen, COSMIC radio occultation data was downloaded and processed
using the IDL programing suite and the IDA4D algorithm. All the processed values were
documented in Excel sheets, and different histograms, scatter plots, and contour plots
were generated to provide a better understanding of the variation of parameters.
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CHAPTER IV
DATA ANALYSIS
This research was focused on the E-region TEC and electron density variation
during the winter solstice 2007 with the help of COSMIC data, which was downloaded
for two most active and two most quiet days during that period. To provide a better
understanding of the variation of E-region parameters, different histograms, scatter plots,
and contour plots were compiled. The E-region is a dynamic region of atmosphere and
responds differently to varied space weather conditions. This preliminary study to
comprehend E-region variation during active and quiet days used radio occultation
measurements and the IDA4D data assimilation algorithm. This research is benefited by
the COSMIC constellation, which provides global coverage with the maximum number
of ionospheric occultation profiles available until this date, and the IDA4D, which has
been proven a successful tool to estimate the E-region TEC and electron density. Since
the number of radio occultation files obtained by the COSMIC constellation differs with
respect to days, it is important to consider a non-uniform distribution in the number of
occultation files received for active and quiet days as well as their distribution with
respect to magnetic latitude and MLT.
The following histograms represent the distribution of occultation profiles used
for this study with respect to magnetic latitude and MLT for active and quiet days. For
quiet days, 193 profiles were processed, and for active days, 85 profiles were processed;
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IDL programs and the IDA4D were used to obtain the E-region TEC and electron
density. These profiles were obtained after applying the filtration criteria regarding
magnetic latitude and MLT range using IDL programs. All these profiles were used in the
compilation of the histograms, scatter plots, and contour plots for electron density, but
some of these profiles were not counted while generating plots for the TEC because they
were giving negative TEC values. Figures 9 and 11 show that more than 54% of the 193
profiles and the 85 profiles were obtained within the magnetic latitude range of 45o-60o
for quiet days and active days, respectively. Fewer occultation profiles were found
satisfying filtration criteria for magnetic latitude >60o. Figures 11 and 12 represent that
more than 59% of total quiet days’ profiles were obtained for 00:00-06:00 MLT. After
midnight, the maximum number of profiles was situated within the 00:00-01:00 MLT.
The number of profiles increased from late evening to midnight, when the maximum
number of profiles was obtained within the range of 23:00-00:00 MLT. More than 72%
of the total active days’ profiles are within the range of 00:00-06:00 MLT, and few
profiles are available for late evening hours. A summary of this non-uniform distribution
is shown in Table 3. Percentage values for active and quiet days represent the percent of
total profiles obtained for active and quiet days, respectively.
Table 3. Total number of occultation profiles obtained and their distribution.

Total Profiles
Magnetic Latitude
MLT

Active Days
85
~54%
~46%
~72%
~28%

45o-60o
60o-80o
00:00-06:00
18:00-00:00
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Quiet Days
193
~54%
~46%
~59%
~41%
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Figure 9. Magnetic latitude distribution of radio occultation observations used in this study for quiet days.
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Figure 10. Magnetic local time distribution of radio occultation observations used in this study for quiet
days.
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Figure 11. Magnetic latitude distribution of radio occultation observations used in this study for active
days.
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Figure 12. Magnetic local time distribution of radio occultation observations used in this study for active
days.

E-region TEC and electron density variations were studied with respect to two
magnetic latitude ranges (45o-60o and >60o) and two MLT ranges (00-06 and 18-00).
Figures 13 and 14 show the E-region TEC peaks’ distribution with respect to the
magnetic latitude range of 45o-60o and >60o for quiet and active days. These histograms
were compiled using 122 occultation profiles for quiet days and 56 occultation profiles
for active days after discarding some profiles that provided negative TEC values. For
both categories of days, the maximum numbers of profiles (more than 90% of total quiet
days’ profiles and more than 62% of total active days’ profiles) are within the range of 010TECU, where the highest count is within 45o-60o. One important point to notice here is
that although a lesser number of profiles show higher TEC values (TECU > 10), this
number is significantly higher for active days at latitude range of >60o than at lower
latitudes. For active days at lower latitudes, ~8% of total profiles show higher TEC
values, but at the latitude of >60o, ~28% of total profiles show higher TEC values. The
reason for higher TEC values might be enhanced ionization due to auroral activity at
higher latitudes (Kelley, 2009; Baron, 1973).
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Figure 13. E-region TEC during quiet days for magnetic latitude 45o-60o (left) and for magnetic latitude
>60o (right).
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Figure 14. E-region TEC during active days for magnetic latitude 45o-60o (left) and for magnetic latitude
>60o (right).

Figures 15 and 16 represent E-region TEC peaks’ variation with respect to MLT
ranges of 00-06 and 18-00 for active and quiet days. During both time ranges, the
maximum number of profiles is within the range of 0-10TECU for active and quiet days.
For active and quiet days, the number of profiles with higher TEC values during the early
morning is greater than during late evening hours. Quiet days show ~5% of total profiles
with higher TEC values (TECU > 10) during 00-06 and ~3% of total profile during 18-
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00. Active days show ~23% of total profiles with higher TEC values during 00-06 and
~14% of total profiles during 18-00. A summary is shown in Tables 4 and 5. Table 4
shows the percent of profiles for active and quiet days with TEC values within the range
of 0-10 TECU. Table 5 shows the percent of profiles for active and quiet days with TEC
values >10 TECU. Percentage values for active and quiet days represent the percent of
total profiles obtained for active and quiet days, respectively.
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Figure 15. E-region TEC during quiet days for 00:00-06:00 MLT (left) and for 18:00-00:00 MLT (right).
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Figure 16. E-region TEC during active days for 00:00-06:00 MLT (left) and for 18:00-00:00 MLT (right).
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Table 4. Total number of occultation profiles and profiles with 0 < TECU < 10.

Total Profiles
Total Profiles
(TECU 0-10)

Active Days
56
~62%

Quiet Days
122
~90%

Table 5. Total number of occultation profiles and profiles TECU >10.

Total Profiles
Magnetic Latitude
MLT

Active Days
56
~8%
~28%
~23%
~14%

45o-60o
60o-80o
00:00-06:00
18:00-00:00

Quiet Days
122
~4%
~4%
~5%
~3%

Figures 17 and 18 show the E-region electron density peak values distribution
with respect to the latitude range of 45o-60o and >60o for quiet and active days. Figures
17, 18, 19, and 20 were compiled using 189 occultation profiles for quiet days and 85
occultation profiles for active days. For lower latitudes, most of the profiles have values
within 1 x 1010-7 x 1010 electrons/m3for both active and quiet days. For a latitude >60o,
quiet days show a maximum number of counts within the range of 4 x 1010-7 x 1010
electrons/m3, and counts decrease while moving in either direction of the X-axis. At this
latitude range, active days show a drop in counts after 1 x 1010-4 x 1010 electrons/m3 but
then show a maximum number of counts at 1 x 1011-4 x 1011electrons/m3. One possible
reason for this peak might be E-region ionization due to particle precipitation because of
auroral activity (Kelley, 2009; Baron, 1973). Baron mentioned in his study that, at higher
latitudes, particle precipitation is also another important source of ionization. This
ionization can be extended to a smaller region or be widespread. Another reason for the
peak might be a Leonid meteor shower, which usually occurs during November 15-20
(Murad & Williams, 2002). This meteor shower significantly impacts the E-region
ionization. For active and quiet days, profile counts with higher electron density values
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(> 7 x 1010 electrons/m3) are higher at a latitude >60o than at a latitude of 45o-60o. For
quiet days, ~9% profiles show higher electron density at a lower latitude, but ~13% of the
total profiles show a peak density at a latitude of 60. For active days, ~12% of total the
profiles at lower latitudes and ~25% of the total profiles at a latitude >60o denote higher
electron density.
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Figure 17. E-region electron density profiles during quiet days for magnetic latitude 45 o-60o (left) and for
magnetic latitude >60o (right).
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Figure 18. E-region electron density profiles during active days for magnetic latitude 45 o-60o (above) and
for magnetic latitude >60o (below).

One noticeable point here involves some of the higher electron density profiles
during the quiet days. One reason for these readings might be meteor showers, because
both quiet days are in the middle of two different meteor shower activities- Dec 08, 2007
(Geminids meteor shower) and Jan 02, 2008 (Quadrantids meteor shower). Usually
meteor showers help in enhancing the E-region electron density by increasing the
temperature in the atmosphere, which causes extra ionization (Kelley, 2009; Kopp,
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1997). Since the verification of the reason is not in the scope of this study, further
research would be required to establish any direct relationship.
Figures 19 and 20 show the E-region electron density distribution with respect to
00:00-06:00 MLT and 18:00-00:00 MLT for active and quiet days. For quiet days,
during both time ranges, most of the profiles show electron densities within the range of 1
x 1010-7 x 1010 electrons/m3 with a decreasing number of counts while moving towards
higher electron density values (> 7 x 1010 electrons/m3). For active days, a maximum
number of profiles show density within the range of 1 x 1010-4 x 1010 electrons/m3 during
late evening and early morning hours. Most of the peak electron densities are seen during
the early morning for active and quiet days. For quiet days, ~14% of profiles show higher
electron density values during the early morning and which is ~8% during late evening
hours. For active days, ~27% of total profiles show higher electron density during the
early morning and greater than ~9% of total profiles show higher electron density during
late evening.
A summary is shown in Tables 6 and 7. Table 6 shows the percent of profiles for
active and quiet days, with electron density within the range of 1 x 1010-7 x 1010
electrons/m3. Table 5 shows the percent of profiles for active and quiet days with electron
density values >7x1010 electrons/m3. The percentage values for active and quiet days
represent the percent of total profiles obtained for active and quiet days, respectively.
Table 6. Total number of occultation profiles and profiles within electron density range 1 x 10 10-7 x 1010
electrons/m3.

Total Profiles
Total Profiles (Electron density 1 x 1010-7 x1010)

61

Active Days
85
61%

Quiet Days
189
76%

Table 7. Total number of occultation profiles and profiles representing electron density > 7 x 10 10
electrons/m3.

Total Profiles
Magnetic Latitude
MLT

Active Days
85
12%
25%
27%
9%

45o-60o
60o-80o
00:00-06:00
18:00-00:00

Quiet Days
189
9%
13%
14%
8%
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Figure 19. E-region electron density profiles during quiet days for 00:00-06:00 MLT (above) and for
18:00-00:00 MLT (below).
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Figure 20. E-region electron density profiles during active days for 00:00-06:00 MLT (above) and for
18:00-00:00 MLT (below).

To study the E-region TEC and electron density variation with respect to
magnetic latitude and magnetic local time, it is also important to observe the variation
with respect to altitude. The following scatter plots represent the E-region electron
density peak variations with respect to altitude. Figures 21, 22, 23, and 24 were compiled
using 85 profiles for active days and 189 profiles for quiet days. Figures 21 and 22 show
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the electron density distribution with respect to altitude for the magnetic latitude range of
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Figure 21. E-region electron density profiles during quiet days for magnetic latitude 45o-60o (left) and for
>60o (right).
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Figure 22. E-region electron density profiles during active days for magnetic latitude 45o-60o (left) and for
>60o (right).

In the above figure, for quiet days, within the latitude range of 45o-60o, four major
electron density peak points are below 120 km altitude. For all the other points, electron
density decreases up to 100 km, then increases up to 120 km, and then decreases. For
active days, most of the higher electron density peaks are below the 110 km altitude for
the latitude range of 45o-60o. Some higher electron density points are situated around the
135 km altitude as well. For the latitude range of >60o, electron density points are
scattered all over the altitude range for quiet days, but for active days, higher electron
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density points are accumulated around the 100 km altitude, with the highest electron
density at the 106 km altitude.
The following scatter plots show the E-region electron density distribution with
respect to altitude for active and quiet days for 00:00-06:00 MLT and 18:00-00:00 MLT.
After midnight hours, quiet days show electron density values scattered all over the
altitude range, with a maximum value around 110 km, but active days show higher
electron density peaks below the 110 km altitude. For active days, electron density peaks
decrease above the 100 km altitude but increase again after around 125km. During late
evening hours, quiet days again show higher electron density values around the lower
altitude range, and active days show higher electron density values below the 120 km
altitude. One important point here is the limited number of occultation profiles for both
active and quiet days, and active days are represented by a lesser number of profiles than
quiet days are throughout the study.
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Figure 23. E-region electron density profiles during quiet days for 00:00-06:00 MLT (left) and for 18:0000:00 MLT (right).
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Figure 24. E-region electron density profiles during active days for 00:00-06:00 MLT (left) and for 18:0000:00 MLT (right).

To get a better overview of E-region electron density distribution over magnetic
local time and magnetic latitude, contour plots were compiled by Dr. G. S. Bust for active
and quiet days using the data files I provided for him for IDA4D compilation. In Figure
25, the color bar shows the electron density values and the white dots represent the
location of the occultation profiles with respect to latitude and time. The maximum
density is higher during active days than during quiet days. It is evident from the plots
that for quiet days higher density values are located after midnight hours, although there
is a high density region at MLT~22 within the 75o-80o latitude. Another high density
region is at lower latitudes at MLT~4. For active days, a high density region is noticed at
the 60o-65o latitude within the MLT 2-4.
Figure 26 represents the E-region electron density distribution with respect to
magnetic latitude and magnetic local time for both active and quiet days. In this plot, the
color bar shows the log density and white dots represent the location of occultation
profiles. It is clearly visible that occultation profiles are not evenly distributed over the
latitude and time range, an uneven distribution considered while discussing the results in
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next chapter. The plot shows that the maximum number of higher density profiles is at a
latitude >55o and especially located during early morning hours.

Figure 25. E-region electron density profiles for quiet days (left) and active days (right).

Figure 26. E-region electron density distributions with respect to magnetic altitude and MLT for active and
quiet days.
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Analysis of the data revealed the E-region distribution over the magnetic latitude
and the magnetic local time for active and quiet days. With the help of different
histograms, scatter plots, and counter plots, it is seen that (1) higher E-region electron
density peaks are more visible at higher latitudes during early morning hours for both
active and quiet days when the peak density value for active days is higher than for quiet
days, and (2) some relatively higher density regions were noticed over the late evening
during the quiet days. To identify the reason for a density enhancement during active and
quiet days, a future study with more profiles is desirable. Another important reason to
include more data in the future is the non-uniform distribution of the number of
occultation profiles over the latitude and time; a future study with data for more days
could provide valuable information.
The results discussed in this chapter were generated by analyzing the data
obtained using the COMSIC constellation and processed using the IDL programming
suite and the IDA4D. Geographic coordinates were converted into geomagnetic
coordinates using the World Data Center of Geomagnetism, Kyoto, website. The data
was imported into Excel sheet documents, and histograms and scatter plots were
compiled. The findings from this analysis are covered in Chapter 5, Results and
Conclusions.
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
This study was focused on observing the variations of E-region TEC and electron
density profiles for active and quiet days during the winter solstice 2007 using radio
occultation measurements and IDA4D algorithm. This study highlighted the variation of
both parameters for magnetic latitude range of 45o-80o, 18:00-06:00 MLT and altitude
range of 80-150 km. Regarding the error associated with different parameters and
approach, it has been already proven by several studies that IDA4D is a reliable tool to
estimate E-region electron density with an uncertainty of ~1-2 x 1010 m-3 (Nicolls et al.,
2009; Nicolls et al., 2012). According to the CDAAC website, the uncertainty associated
with COSMIC data is 1-2 TECU. Data for two active and two quiet days were
downloaded and processed for this study. Number of ionospheric profiles provided by
COMSIC is varied on daily basis. It is important to highlight the fact that number of
occultation files received for active and quite days were different. Number of profiles and
their distribution with respect to magnetic latitude range and MLT range was not similar
for active and quiet days.
Following are the findings from this study. This summary of findings is based on
a small set of limited number of occultation files those have non-uniform distribution
with respect to magnetic latitude range of 45o-80o and 18:00-06:00 MLT. Due to the
combined effect of inclination angle of COSMIC LEO satellites (inclination angle = 72 o
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and GPS satellites (inclination angle = 55o), COSMIC provided more occultation profiles
for lower latitude (~45o) than higher latitude (80o) (Fong et al., 2009). Verification of any
possible reason supporting the variation patterns requires further research. It is hoped that
the results and information gleaned from this study will help to understand the E-region
TEC and electron density variation during two absolutely different geomagnetic
conditions using COSMIC radio occultation data and IDA4D data assimilation algorithm.
The main findings from this study can be summarized as follows:
1. It has been already proven that IDA4D algorithm provides a better estimation
of E-region TEC and electron density (Nicolls et al., 2009; Nicolls et al.,
2012). In this study, processing of COSMIC data represents that TEC peak
values obtained using IDL processing were higher than the TEC peak values
obtained using IDA4D processing. The reason might be the F-region
contribution in the ROTEC which was subtracted by IDA4D algorithm
(Figure 1and 2, Appendix I).
2. For quiet days, 54% of total profiles were obtained within the latitude range of
45o-60o and 59% of total profiles were within the range of 00-06 MLT. For
active days, 54% of total profiles were obtained within the latitude range of
45o-60o and 72% of total profiles were in the range of 00-06 MLT.
3. Electron density peak value is higher during active days than during quiet
days. Hunsucker (1974) also concluded in his study which was conducted
using Chatanika radar data at magnetic latitude ~65o that active days show
higher electron density peak value as compared to quiet days.
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4. For both categories of days, when occultation profiles were processed using
IDA4D, maximum profiles (more than 90% of total quiet day profiles and
more than 62% of total active days profiles) are within the range of 010TECU where highest count is within magnetic latitude range of 45o-60o and
during early morning hours.
5. Occultation profiles with higher TEC values (>10 TECU)
a. Higher for latitude range of 60o-80o during early morning hours for
active days. For active days at lower latitudes, ~8% of total profiles are
showing higher TEC values but at latitude 60o-80o ~28% of total
profiles are showing higher TEC values. Active days show ~23% of
total profiles with higher TEC values during 00-06 and ~12% of total
profiles during 18-00.
b. Almost equal for latitude range of 45o-60o and 60o-80o during early
morning hours for quiet days. ~4% of total profiles are showing higher
TEC values for both latitude ranges. Quiet days show ~8% of total
profiles with higher TEC values during 00-06 and ~3% of total profile
during 18-00.
6. Occultation profiles with higher electron density (> 7 x 1010 electrons/m3)
a. Higher in latitude range of 60o-80o than latitude 45o-60o and higher
during early morning hours than late evening for active and quiet days.
b. For quiet days, ~9% profiles show higher density at lower latitude but
~13% of total profiles show peak electron density at latitude 60o-80o.
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For active days, ~12% of total profiles at lower latitudes and ~25% of
total profiles at latitude 60o-80o denote higher electron density.
c. For quiet days, ~13% of profiles show higher electron density values
during after midnight hours which is ~8% for late evening hours. For
active days, ~27% of total profiles show higher electron density during
early morning hours which is greater than ~9% of total profiles
showing higher electron density during late evening.
7. For quiet days, it is evident from the contour plots that higher electron density
values are located after midnight hours although there is a high density region
at MLT~22 within 75o-80o latitude. Another high electron density region is at
lower latitudes at MLT~4. For active days, a high electron density region is
noticed at 60o-65o latitude within the MLT 2-4.
8. For active days, higher electron density region might be associated with
auroral precipitation or meteor shower. Auroal particle precipitation might
produce E-region enhanced density during the winter and this high density
could be confined within a small area (Mayer, & Jakowaski, 2009; Kintner,
Kil, Deehr, & Schuck , 2002). Leonid meteor shower might be another reason
of enhanced E-region electron density during active days as one of the active
days (November 20, 2007) is within the Leonid meteor shower period
(November 15-20). This meteor shower significantly impacts the E-region
electron density (Murad, & Williams, 2002).
9. For quiet days, meteor shower could be a reason for higher TEC values after
midnight hours. Both quiet days are in middle of the two different meteor
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shower activity; Dec 08, 2007 (Geminids meteor shower) and Jan 02, 2008
(Quadrantids meteor shower). Usually meteor showers help in enhancing the
E-region electron density by increasing the temperature in the atmosphere
which causes extra ionization (Kelley, 2009; Kopp, 1997). Jacobi, Arras and
Wickert (2013) mentioned another factor which might cause higher E-region
density at latitude 45o-60o during the quiet days is wind shear mechanism.
According to this mechanism charged particles are converged in the presence
of zonal winds (in the west-east direction) and meridional winds (in the northsouth direction) and produce E-region high density regions (Murad, &
Williams, 2002).
10. For latitude range of 45o-60o, electron density is decreasing up to 100 km and
then increasing upto 120 km and then decreasing for quiet days. For active
days, most of the higher electron density peaks are below 110 km altitude.
Some higher electron density points are situated around 135 km altitude as
well. For latitude 60o-80o, density points are scattered all over the altitude
range for quiet days but for active days, higher electron density points are
accumulated around 100 km altitude with highest density at 106 km altitude.
11. After midnight hours, quiet days show density values scattered all over the
altitude range with maximum value around 110 km but active days show
higher electron density peaks below 110 km altitude. For active days, density
peaks are decreasing above 100 km altitude which is again increasing after
around 125 km. For late evening hours, quiet days again show higher electron
density values around lower altitude range and for active days, higher electron
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density values are below 120 km altitude. One important point here is the
limited number of occultation profiles for both active and quiet days where
active days are represented by lesser number of profiles than quiet days
throughout the study.
Future Work
Some questions/concerns arise as a result of this study and which need further research
are:
1. Since this study was focused on two active and two quiet days, the results
from this study may not reflect the general variation pattern of E-region TEC
and electron content during the winter solstice. More radio occultation profiles
was obtained for lower latitude values than higher latitudes. Future research is
recommended with larger data-set to study the E-region variation pattern and
its linkage to other ionospheric parameters.
2. Winter solstice 2007 is a period which is approaching solar minimum when
sunspot numbers are lesser. As this study has described in the literature review
that ionosphere is a highly dynamic part of the atmosphere and its response
changes with respect to different geomagnetic storms, latitude, and longitude
and time periods. It is also important to conduct a comparative study for
different the winter solstices to understand how both parameters vary with
respect to geomagnetic activities of different intensity.
3.

Auroral activities has a great influence on high latitude ionosphere electron
density so for future research, it would be an appropriate approach to study the
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correlation between observed pattern of E-region TEC and electron density
with the location of visual aurora using THEMIS database.
4. Lower ionosphere electron density variation highly dependent on intensity of
solar flux and neutral density of the atmosphere. One possible direction for
future research could be the study of E-region TEC and electron density
profile variation with estimation of neutral density of the ionosphere using an
appropriate model and intensity of solar flux.
At present, COSMIC is the only mission which is providing maximum number of
radio occultation profiles for ionosphere on daily basis with a global coverage. Another
future COSMIC 2 mission is expected to become operational by 2016-17 with six low
inclination satellites. This mission would be able to provide around 8000 occultation each
day. There are several private sector companies like GeoOptics also determined to put
their constellation to provide radio occultation measurements.
The future for ionospheric research community looks very bright as this area of
research is developing in every direction possible including the field of development of
data assimilation algorithms. This research is a preliminary study of E-region electron
density variation during active and quiet days using COSMIC radio occultation
measurements and IDA4D data assimilation algorithm where COSMIC is capable of
providing ionospheric profiles with global coverage and IDA4D has been proved to
estimate E-region profiles accurately after subtracting F-region contribution . Another
study in future based on the similar pattern using more number of days would definitely
help in improving the understanding of E-region response during solar minima and
maxima. However, there are still several questions waiting for answers and several
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theories need to be discovered. The highly dynamic nature of this region of atmosphere
gives an opportunity to every scholar to take a roller coaster ride and discover something
extraordinary.
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Figure 1. E-region TEC peak values for quiet days without processing using IDA4D.
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Figure 2. E-region TEC peak values for active days without processing using IDA4D
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